WESTPOINT STUD
FYRNWY EQUINE CLINICS AI CHILLED AND FROZEN PACKAGE 2019
WORK UNDER THE SCHEME ONLY COVERS MARES WHEN THEY ARE ON THE STUD PREMISES.
On admission to stud all mares will automatically be placed on the AI Chilled or Frozen package
unless advised otherwise at the outset. Any mare who leaves the stud barren having been covered
three or more times is advised to have a infertility check prior to the following season. This is not
included in the scheme.
COST:Frozen £308.86+ VAT per mare per cycle
COST:Chilled £223.52+ VAT per mare per cycle
INCLUDED IN SCHEME:

3 Pregnancy scans at 15 days, 28 days and 42 days

Routine post covering treatments.

Prids, Chorulon injections, prostaglandin injections.
EXTRA CHARGES

Crushing one conceptus £37.46 +VAT

Uterine lavage £26.44 + VAT (1-4 bags saline charged on top)

Caslick operation £40.77 + VAT

Breeding stitch £29.75 + VAT
NOT INCLUDED IN SCHEME – INVOICED SEPERATELY:

All outside laboratory fees. (EVA & CEM testing should be completed prior to arrival at stud.)

All treatments relating to the mare foaling, eg removal of retained placenta etc.

Any treatment required for the foal (including IGGT £30.54 + VAT & Foal registration £45.02 +
VAT)

All treatments to mares other than detailed above eg.colic. lameness etc.

Any investigations for infertility.

Vaccinations.

Any scanning once the mare has left the stud.

When the ovulating hormone Ovuplant is used then the differential price between Chorulon
and the ovuplant will be invoiced separately.

Sedation.

Receptal/Busol
If you have any queries regarding the scheme please don’t hesitate to phone Fyrnwy Equine Clinics
01939 260251 option 3 and ask to speak to Sue.
It is now a legal requirement for all horse owners to have their passports signed in the Medicinal
Treatment section as to whether the animal is OR is not intended for slaughter for human
consumption

